
Since organisations are now digitally connected, supply chains and third parties have 
become primary sources of cyber risk. With advancing cyber threats, traditional methods 
of assessing these risks have proven insufficient. The conventional supply chain and 
third-party risk management approach has various inherent limitations because of point-
in-time assessments. These assessments do not, however, offer continuous assurance 
of a third party’s security posture since they are frequently out of date practically 
immediately after they are finished. Finding vulnerabilities is the primary goal of 
current security solutions. They do not, however, address ongoing campaigns that may 
already be directed towards suppliers or other parties. There are significant gaps in risk 
management strategies caused by traditional methods and an unclear understanding of 
an organisation’s exposure owing to relationships with third parties and the supply chain.

Venari Security provides an exciting method for addressing these issues. The solution 
highlights supply chain partners and third-party external cyber-attacks. This visibility 
provides a dynamic view of related risks from an external perspective and is not restricted 
to point-in-time assessment but is updated continuously. Venari Security’s solution can 
identify ongoing campaigns against suppliers and third parties, unlike other approaches. 
This makes it possible to take a more proactive approach to risk management than 
just evaluating vulnerabilities. The system is made to fit into existing workflows and 
procedures with ease. This integration guarantees that the solution improves operating 
procedures instead of causing disruptions. All of this is accomplished by keeping an eye 
on the external IP ranges of the third party and warning you of any suspicious activity.

The Venari Security Solution significantly improves how businesses can handle supply 
chain and third-party risk. Organisations can obtain a thorough and up-to-date exposure 
view of the external attack surface of their third parties. This zero-touch, instantaneous 
visibility into a third party and knowledge of whether a campaign is ongoing guarantees 
that operational efficiency can be maintained while achieving an improved security 
posture. Using Venari Security’s V-Detect solution is a calculated move toward more 
proactive and resilient supply chain and third-party risk management, which is essential 
for safeguarding the company in today’s intricate cyber threat environment.
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Venari Security provides organisations with advanced visibility into their encrypted attack surface, 

ensuring regulatory compliance and privacy adherence through our cryptographic discovery tool.

Our focus is on crypto agility which helps you assess both external and internal cryptographic 

risks, preparing your business now and for the quantum future.
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